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Abstract. - The knowledge of the hardening phenomenon was achieved through a very cumulative process without any discontinuity or 'scientific crisis'. The history of the hardening shows a definite interrelationship between technological approach (or the application-side) and academic science.

The hardening of steel appears to have been an operation in common use among the early Greeks. The Greek and Roman smiths knew, from experience, how to control the final properties of the steel by quenching. The lack of fundamental knowledge of the phenomenon did not prevent the artisans to test different quenching conditions and quenching agents. Quenching temperatures were derived from visual control of the surface colours, a method still in use during the first half of our century (1). During the Middle Ages and even thereafter there seems to have been a preference for using urine and biological liquids as quenching agents. Some of them contained nitrogen compounds (e.g. blood, excrements, urine) to improve the heat flow during the sudden cooling. Other organic nostrums such as mustard, vinegar, resin, honey and juice of leaves, might cause transitory deposits on the surface of the hot steel and thus delay cooling enough in order to avoid cracks. A lot of magic was involved in the quenching practice maybe in order to 'protect' the smith's profession. This explains the preference for using exotic nostrums as quenching agents such as dew of a May morning, juice from worms or snails, human blood, dragon's blood a.o. (2).

Older theories. - Academic science was not dealing with the hardening until the end of the 16th century. From then on there was a cumulative and continuous progression of the scientific knowledge of the quench-hardening.

At first hardening was attributed to a shrinkage (or a narrowing) of the pores of the metal because some 'heat' was driven out during the sudden cooling or because of the 'antipathy' of the iron in regard to the cold water. This statement was completed by René Descartes (1639) who introduced the particle-concept. Since red-hot steel was filled up with particles from the fire, those particles had to be replaced by others during cooling. On air-cooling they were replaced by identical particles of the air while on quenching water-particles, which were much smaller, took the positions of the fire-particles. Since the former were too small to fill up the pores entirely, the pores narrowed during quenching while the steel became harder (3). Jacques Rohault, who was a follower of Descartes, used the particle-concept of the latter to introduce a 'freezing-model' (1671). On heating the particles of the metal were put in motion while the distance between two nearest particles was decreasing. A sudden cooling prevented them to go back to their original positions i.e. they became 'frozen in', forming a denser and tighter metal. The final result of the whole process, however, did not differ from the former.
shrinkage models. The narrowing of the pores was just attributed to another cause (4).

In 1680 Charles Perrault, the famous architect of the Louvre, recorded an increase in volume of the steel on quenching. This observation obviously rejected the shrinkage-models. René Antoine de Réaumur, who was of a curdlin influence by Rohault, was rethinking the freezing-model of the latter in order to explain the recent observations. Maintaining the particle-concept of Descartes, Réaumur believed iron to consist of two kinds of particles: the iron particles and some 'sulfurs and salts' which could diffuse among the former ones. Fire would drive the 'sulfurs and salts' out of the molecules while quenching prevented them to reenter the molecules (freezing). On quenching the intervals between the molecules became filled up with the 'sulfurs and salts' which were frozen in so the steel became harder (1722). According to Réaumur 'freezing' no longer stood for a narrowing of the pores, but, on the contrary, the rearrangement of the molecules of iron and 'sulfurs and salts' led to an increase of the volume which was in good agreement with the experimental observations. Réaumur, however, never defined the nature of his 'sulfurs and salts' neither was he able to discuss in terms of the different particle-content in iron and steel, the difference in hardening-capacity of those metals (5).

Later on the 'sulfurs and salts' were renamed as phlogiston according to the current chemical theories of that time (18th century) (6). During the second half of the 18th century efforts were made to solve the problem of the 'sulfurs and salts' (or the phlogiston) by a chemical analysis of the metals which was the current research-technique at that time. The Swedish chemist Sven Rinman outlined the role, in iron and steel, of a certain substance which he called plumbago (1774). Plumbago (which we know today to be just carbon) was, at first, considered as a special kind of phlogiston in agreement with the current opinions. Another Swedish chemist Torbern Bergman succeeded in determining the exact plumbago-content in cast iron, wrought iron and steel. He accepted the Réaumur-freezing-model to explain the quench-hardening but, he too, was not able to discuss the difference in hardening between steel and iron in terms of the observed difference of the plumbago-content in both metals (7). About 1800 plumbago was christened as carbon (8).

The models from the 17th and 18th century were purely academic and, in fact, useless for practice. None of these models could account for the relation between the final quenching product and the quenching temperatures, the various quenching agents a.o. The models were largely qualitative in nature and of unlimited flexibility so no quantitative use or verification was possible (9).

The iron-carbon system. The older models had finally focussed the attention on the specific role of the carbon in regard to the quench-hardening. Yet there was no clarity concerning the complex manifestations of the element. This was mainly because of the impossibility to detect the basic and allotropic forms of carbon by chemical analysis alone. A structural approach of the problem was thought to be indispensable by most of the investigators of the 19th century who believed hardening had to do 'something' with a specific structure of the carbon in the metal (10).

From the 1860's measurements of physical properties and observations of structural effects were introduced to investigate metals behaviour, including the hardening on quenching. About 1866-1868 Dimitri Chernov (or Tschernoff) discovered the critical temperatures at which transformations in steel occurred, as a function of the carbon content. One of these points was defined as the temperature below which steel did not harden ('this point is now designated as A_1'). He graphically represented the influence of carbon on the position of the critical points by making the first
rough sketch of the most-important lines of the iron-carbon diagram. In 1869 G. Gore observed the momentary elongation of iron at a critical temperature on cooling while W. Barrett found (1873) this to be accompanied, in steel, by a sudden increase in temperature (11). These changes were then attributed to allotropy which meant, at that time, only a molecular change without regard to the stacking of the atoms in the crystal (12). By 1890 Floris Osmond recognized three modifications of iron: alpha, beta, and gamma. Critical points, as a function of composition, were determined in various alloys by dilatation measurements, resistance measurements, thermocouples, photometrical methods, spectroscopy and calorimetry during the last decades of the 19th century (13). About 1870 microscopical techniques became a very important complement to the physical methods as for the structural study of metals. These techniques were mainly developed by Henri Sorby and Adolf Martens. Microstructures of metals and alloys were related to the freezing point curves. By 1900 a range of structures had been observed in many alloys and cataloged in relation to composition and heat treatment (14).

On the theoretical side, the application of Josiah Gibbs’ principles of phase equilibria (1876) to metallic systems was suggested and essentially demonstrated by Hendrik Roozeboom in a famous paper in 1900. Most of the observations on the range of existence of microconstituents as a function of temperature and composition were suddenly reduced to order (15). In the same year Roozeboom was able to give a full representation of the iron-carbon equilibrium diagram according to the phase rule (16). Very soon this diagram and the critical points were used in order to discuss the hardening. Meanwhile, experience remained the only basis on which practical knowledge on quenching could be acquired by the artisan. The age-old method of visual control of the quenching and tempering temperatures remained in common use. Different agents were used and tried out by the craftsman who considered them as a ‘commercial secret’ of production (17).

Modern theories based on the iron-carbon diagram. – At first hardening was explained by the existence, above the A, temperature, of a hard compound of iron and carbon (hardenite) which was retained (or frozen in) on quenching. About 1900 Osmond believed beta-iron was the cause of the hardening since the normal transformation to alpha-iron was prevented by the sudden cooling. In 1895 both theories were reconciled by Henri Howe: the hardenite was thought to predominate in high-carbon steels while the allotropic effect (transformation from beta to alpha) predominated in low-carbon steels. Howe used the term martensite instead of hardenite, as suggested by Osmond in honour of the pioneering metallographer Adolf Martens. At that time martensite was thus considered to be a high-temperature phase which could be retained on sudden cooling. But one remained uneasy about the fact that steel was nonmagnetic at the customary hardening temperatures, whereas the quenched steel was strongly magnetic. How could this magnetic change be reconciled if quenching preserved the nonmagnetic beta or the high-temperature martensite at room temperature? (18). To solve this problem Albert Sauveur, a co-worker of Howe (19) regarded the high-temperature phase no longer as a compound but more as a solid solution. This solid solution was thought to decompose during quenching to an aggregate of finely dispersed carbides embedded in a matrix of ferrite, the latter being strongly magnetic. This final structure was also called martensite. The quenched structure was no longer considered as a retained high-temperature phase but as a result of the decomposition of it. In 1903 Howe adopted the name austenite, as proposed by Osmond, for the solid solution of carbon in iron and recognized that the allotropic form of iron dissolving the carbon was gamma-
iron rather than beta-iron. This made it possible to reserve the term martensite for the strong constituent in hardened steel and paved the way for accepting such martensite as a transformation product of a high-temperature phase (20). About 1910 carbon was believed to act as a brake, on sudden cooling, to retard the normal decomposition of austenite into ferrite and cementite. Martensite was then a proud thief of an incomplete transformation of austenite, mainly consisting of retained beta-iron (21).

In spite of the differences between the successive hardening-models, all of them had, at least, one thing in common: the 'freezing' of Rohault remained essential in order to explain the final quenched structure. Modern theories considered the freezing first as a simple retention of a high-temperature phase and later on this concept was used to indicate a retardation of the transformation of that high-temperature phase (22).

Nevertheless much confusion was still present in regard to the right terminology. Austenite of eutectoid composition was still called hardenite i.e. a high-temperature compound. In 1911 E.Heyn described the quenched structure of steel as hard cementite particles embedded in martensite while the latter was thought to consist of hard needles embedded in a soft matrix. For sake of simplicity Heyn preferred the term martensite to indicate the high-temperature phase although he was aware of the term austenite (23). This confusion was not very beneficial for the practitioner as stated already by Howe in 1893 (24).

Judging from the textbooks for quenching practitioners there was no influence from the recent academic theories on the quenching practice. The whole quenching-process was still based on empirical studies since the conventional equilibrium phase diagram was not very useful for non-equilibrium processes, although it could give some information about the quenching temperatures (25).

On the whole the modern theories proposed a largely quantitative picture since they could, for the first time, account for the different hardening capacity of steel and iron.

A new impetus. - In 1926 Sauveur noted that most of the models which were valid at that time were already in existence in 1896. So new explanations emerged and it seems that the main reason for this was the misunderstanding of the nature of allotropy which was still interpreted as a molecular change (26). One had to wait for X-ray diffraction studies during the 1920's and thereafter (and later on the electronmicroscopy) to understand allotropy in fact a crystallographical change. It was found that beta-iron had the same structure as alpha-iron and that iron in martensite was in the alpha-modification. Decisive experimental proofs that martensite was a solid solution of carbon in alpha-iron had been the discovery of the body centred tetragonal lattice of martensite in 1926-27 (27). During the thirties it was found that transformations having kinetics and mechanism like the martensite transformation in steel occurred also in some non-ferrous alloys. This was, as for the knowledge of the hardening phenomenon, a real milestone since the martensitic transformation in these alloys was accompanied with very interesting features (such as e.g. the memory effect) which acted, because of potential industrial applications, as a stimulus for further research (28). The reversibility of the memory effect was a stimulus for rethinking transformation mechanisms. As for the recent research is still based on the 19th century tradition i.e. a structural approach (microscope, X-rays and electronmicroscope) combined with physical measurements (acoustics, calorimetrics, ultrasonics e.o.).

About 1930 isothermal transformation diagrams and continuous cooling diagrams were determined to study the transformation of austenite under non-equilibrium conditions. These diagrams can be considered...
as the first contribution of academic science to practice. They were a basis for some new heat treatments such as martempering, isothermal annealing and austempering. The non-equilibrium diagrams proved to be very useful as well to thermomechanical treatments (29).

Conclusion. - Many of the scientists we have mentioned in this review were, in one way or another, influenced by the craftsman's knowledge and technology or were stimulated by potential or current industrial applications (e.g. Descartes, Réamur, the Swedish workers, Chernov, Sauveur, the memory-workers). History shows a definite interrelation between technology and academic science. At first this relation was almost unilateral but, from the end of last century on, it became more or less mutual. About the turn of the century a new type of scientist appeared, the chemical or physical metallurgist who had to bridge both the application-side and the academic science by interpreting the various results of several sub-disciplines and making them available for practical application (30). As for the hardening phenomenon, however, academic research was, as yet, not very contributing to the application side, except in the case of the non-equilibrium diagrams. In some cases the academic theories were even confusing the practitioners(31), rather than helping him. Although one can not claim that potential applicability has to be a criterion for scientific value or that all academic and fundamental research has to show an immediate applicability, it is good to be aware of the damage that can be done to the practice by a too liberal and often unnecessary use of hypothetical models and concepts and an over-exploitation of a theoretical terminology (32).
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